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Materials Pooling (A): Opportunity and Potential of the 
Sustainability Consortium1 
 
Jan Diaz was looking for innovative ways to carry out her company’s goals for sustainability, the 
importance of which were emphasized throughout her recent hiring process.  In her new role as 
sustainability manager she was responsible for increasing the sustainability efforts in two large 
divisions, and responding to public pressure to expand the environmental awareness of the company.  
Quickly she saw that much was already happening within the organization, and she had no idea how 
she might make a unique contribution in this work.  At a recent conference she had heard about 
materials pooling as a cross-company approach to sustainability in the value chain.  What did that 
entail, she wondered, and how could such an effort apply in her organization?  

Origins of the Materials Pooling Project  

The Materials Pooling Project started in 2002 as a working group within the Sustainability 
Consortium, a voluntary association of organizations with an interest in learning and collaborating 
around issues of sustainability.2 At one of their semi-annual meetings in the spring of 2002, many of 
the members saw the potential for real progress through a collaborative exploration of materials 
pooling.  Materials pooling was a method of supply chain management that reached across corporate-
customer boundaries, in this case for environmental ends.  In its simplest form, manufacturers pooled 
their purchasing power to favor raw materials that were freer of toxins and waste, and easier to 
recycle or reuse.  The relative increase in buying power gave suppliers more of an incentive to 
provide such materials.3 
 
Joining the project were high-level managers from Fortune 50 companies like Nike, Ford, British 
Petroleum, Unilever, Hewlett-Packard, United Technologies Corporation (which included Otis 
Elevator, Sikorsky Helicopter and Pratt & Whitney), and other large firms like Visteon – previously a 
division of Ford, and Harley-Davidson.  The Materials Pooling Project also attracted specialized 
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manufacturers with an environmental identity including Aveda (a division of Estee Lauder dedicated 
to ecological cosmetics) and Plug Power (a pioneering fuel cell company).  Rocky Mountain Institute 
(RMI), a well-known environmental think-tank, stepped forward to help direct the project, and Chris 
Page, an associate with RMI, became the project manager.   
 
For companies wanting to be on the cutting edge of developing sustainable products and processes, a 
working group like Materials Pooling connected colleagues and even competitors who were engaged 
in the same issues.  Some participants felt they could learn more through the Consortium than they 
could through their own internal exploration. “Maybe we can learn something, maybe in the future it 
will save us a lot,” noted Hugh Valleley, a senior manager from Harley-Davidson.  “The interesting 
thing is that the people at Harley wanted to be involved in sustainability, but they didn’t know what 
to do first.” Others projected potential cost savings for specific materials in their supply chain.  An 
executive from Pratt & Whitney, Bob Tierney, talked about the potential value in terms of 
technological development: “More than one company [may be] on the track of developing a ‘green 
solution’ but individually it’s either too expensive or involves too long a time line. But together 
maybe we can pool our research dollars to bring something home.”   
 
This vision led to the creation of two frameworks around which the Project could be built.  In order to 
decide how to participate in the Consortium most effectively, Jan Diaz took it upon herself to learn 
about these approaches and consider if and how they could be used within her own company.  

Two Frameworks for “Materials Pooling”  

Cradle to Cradle – a Model for Sustainability  

Serendipitously in the same year as the Materials Pooling Project began, Cradle to Cradle: Remaking 
the Way we Make Things (North Point Press, 2002) was published, providing an influential paradigm 
for a sustainable society.  One of its authors, chemist Michael Braungart, had been invited to speak at 
a Society for Organizational Learning (SoL) event, where he presented the vision that he and architect 
William McDonough had created for an industrial society that produced no waste.  In this system, 
“Products can be composed either of materials that biodegrade and become food for biological cycles, 
or of technical materials that stay in closed-loop technical cycles, in which they continually circulate 
as valuable nutrients for industry.”  Essentially nothing would be discarded; instead every mass 
produced product – from toys to fabric to printer cartridges – would be broken down to its component 
materials and reused.  The ultimate goal of this cradle to cradle framework would be the replacement 
of all toxic and disposable substances with substances that are nontoxic, are as functional as or better 
than the old ones, and fit into the earth’s natural order.  
 
A key strategy that Braungart and McDonough proposed was “intelligent materials pooling,” a multi-
company collaborative whereby partners agree to share a common supply of high-quality materials, 
pooling information about those materials, as well as their purchasing power. Braungart described this 
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innovative approach at the SoL event, but added that he had yet to create such a collaboration.  At the 
same time he thought the Sustainability Consortium might offer the right context for success; thus, 
the cradle to cradle model became central to the Materials Pooling Project.   
 
In addition to its appeal from an ecological standpoint, many companies saw how it could solve some 
critical near-term business challenges as well.  For example, Ford and Visteon each were facing the 
implementation of a new European Union rule called the “End-of-Life Vehicle Directive,” which 
called for 85% automobile recyclability by weight by 2006 and 95% recyclability by 2015.4  Since 
achieving these standards would be nearly impossible using a business-as-usual approach, the cradle 
to cradle model offered a potentially innovative way to fulfill these requirements and similar ones in 
other industries.  For this reason and others, the Consortium founders and key leaders decided to use 
cradle to cradle as a key framework for their efforts in materials pooling.   

Systems Thinking for Organizational Learning 

The second framework that guided the Materials Pooling Project was a systems approach to 
organizational learning, pioneered by Peter Senge and others within the Society for Organizational 
Learning.  Recognizing the complex systemic nature of the sustainability issue, this approach 
emphasized how reflective interaction and dialogue could produce system-wide solutions to 
seemingly intractable problems.5 These out-of-the-box solutions occurred through multi-sector 
collaborations in which members were encouraged to consider how a problem like toxic materials 
could be explored in ways that generated multiple benefits for their own firm, firms within the same 
industry including competitors, and organizations along the entire supply chain.   
 
In fact, the Sustainability Consortium was established to engage member companies in a learning 
process around this highly complex and charged systemic issue.  As co-founder Joe Laur later wrote, 
“learning for sustainability [involves] creating a new learning approach – new learning activities [that 
lead to] actual results – facts on the ground.”  The systems-based learning model was at the core of 
the Consortium; most participants had learned it in special two-day executive training workshops that 
were part of the annual membership package.  Core elements of this systems-thinking perspective 
were built into the principles that guided the project’s development, which included:  
 
 

Systems thinking: Continually strive to see the systemic consequences of alternative 
product and process designs with an aim toward “closing materials flow loops” so that 
increasingly all materials become part of technical or biological nutrient cycles, rather 
than waste; 

 
Intellectual property: Seek to balance incentives for innovation within member firms as 
widely as possible while sharing what is achieved and learned through our efforts;  
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Self-governing learning community: Be governed and guided by the SoL principles for 
fostering learning communities. These principles included: 

• Balancing Reflection and Action: create time to continually inquire into 
strategies and views, while simultaneously being committed to learning through 
doing; 

• Subsidiarity: make no decision at a higher or more central level that can be 
competently made more locally; 

• Openness: beware of perfect ‘right answers’ whose absoluteness and rigidity 
usually limit curiosity and experimentation;  

• Integrating Research, Capacity Building, and Practice: Seek meaningful and 
enduring breakthroughs that encompass new theories, new tools and methods, 
and new practical know how – all of which are equally important.  

 
This systems-based learning model seemed to encourage participants to think about the materials 
pooling problem from multiple levels, expanding the range of possible directions for the initiative. 
For example, on the surface the project’s goal was to confront a fundamental technical challenge: 
How to replace materials of concern with environmentally preferred ones?  At the same time, the 
systems framework asked participants to question a key assumption about materials use in our 
consumptive society.  Jan Diaz was intrigued with the leading question that Chris Page of RMI had 
generated for this level of learning: “How can we transition from a ‘take, make, waste’ approach to 
design and manufacturing, to one in which we treat industrial material streams as valuable and 
renewable nutrients that can be reused.” Finally at the most subtle level the question became how to 
change people’s mental models about what waste was, and what value was hidden in things that were 
typically thrown away.  Examining and rethinking such deeply held mental models were one of the 
techniques that Consortium members relied on to help frame and pursue projects like materials 
pooling.     
 
This broader framing was summarized in an open letter to members of the Sustainability Consortium, 
written by Peter Senge and Bill Malloch, a senior executive at Nike (Exhibit 1). As one paragraph in 
the letter read:  
 

By and large, companies today assume only temporary ownership of their materials. This creates 
incentives for using the cheapest materials possible to achieve functional requirements. As 
companies start to assume ‘cradle to cradle’ responsibility for their products, the products’ 
constituent materials will become an investment rather than an expense. Companies may start 
even to see themselves as ‘materials banks,’ holders of assets that are in continual use and reuse. 
This will offer opportunities for creating better products using higher quality materials that both 
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better serve customer needs and do not burden customers with expensive and risky disposal 
obligations. 

 
This vision was at the heart of the Materials Pooling Project, as participants were challenged to see 
opportunities for innovation and environmental improvements across seemingly disparate industries.  
Questions such as these were extremely helpful to key executive members.  For example, one long-
time senior manager from Nike highlighted the benefits of “…the learning piece. I would say that 
being able to think things over and get more valuable information out there has been a great source of 
learning for me.”   
 
At the same time, Joe Laur recognized the inherent complexity of a multi-leveled approach, given the 
broad range of participants in the Consortium: “It’s a one-room schoolhouse approach in that people 
and industries are at all different stages and places.”  Initially the Consortium benefited greatly from 
this diversity, as a series of cross-disciplinary connections led to some unique possibilities for 
solutions.  

Building Trust and Making Initial Progress  

In order to leverage this learning, the Consortium focused first on relationship building.  Joe Laur 
reflected on the importance of this step to the success of the project as a whole:  
 

If I do relationship-building first, I have a deeper understanding.  For example, at our first two 
meetings of the emerging Materials Pooling Project group we agreed to develop frameworks for 
sustainability, collectively…. And that cemented relationships between people… I do think 
building the community is probably first.  Some of these projects are difficult.  If you start with 
projects right away, without building community, you’re not as likely to have success.  I’m more 
willing to take risks and go deeper with someone I know and trust.  

 
One outcome of those early sessions was a more systemic view of the problem.  As project manager 
Chris Page reported:  

 
Our definition of materials pooling has expanded from Braungart’s definition to include the 
activities of a broad range of actors in a network who are collaborating to reduce waste and 
toxicity across value chains, and develop a competitive advantage.  In other words, materials 
pooling for us involved a network of players pooling their demand to influence the nature, 
quality, and availability of a more sustainable material supply desired by all. 

 
This issue was recognized early on, as illustrated by another excerpt from the Senge/Malloch letter on 
the purpose, aims, principles, and core strategies of the Materials Pooling Project: 

 
But a basic problem confronts any company who takes materials innovation seriously.   What any 
one company can do acting unilaterally is limited.  Manufacturers assemble products from 
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complex arrays of materials and components, the exact composition of which in some instances is 
often unknown to either the manufacturer or the supplier. The same is true for the chemicals used 
in manufacturing processes. Moreover, readily available substitutes do not exist for many harmful 
chemicals and materials. Obviously, taking a more systemic view of closed loop materials flows 
will require collaboration across supply chains.  In such cases, collaboration among multiple 
users will be needed—to pool research, design and development efforts, and in some cases to 
pool purchasing power as ‘co-lead users’ of more intelligent chemicals and materials. 

 
Pratt and Whitney took a leadership role in the Project for several reasons, according to Bob Tierney:  
 

When it was first talked about, it resonated with Pratt & Whitney because we’ve been working on 
this subject for about five or six years. And when I say ‘this subject’ I mean primarily identifying 
what toxic materials are used in your product, working on replacements, and so on. …So when 
the idea of intelligent materials pooling came up, we thought that there may be some things that 
we’d solved that could be translated to other folks and vice versa. In addition, about the time that 
the intelligent materials pooling effort got started, we were in the midst of forming a new 
business. And in the back of my  mind, I thought ‘Well, gee whiz, maybe there’s some 
opportunities here to help out this new business,’ not really knowing how we could do that.  

The Big Tent Meeting 

This combined enthusiasm resulted in the establishment of a working group in September of 2003, 
chaired by Bob Tierney, which developed the outlines for a kick-off meeting.  Initially the working 
group identified ten different “material platforms” upon which materials pooling could be developed, 
including hexavalent chromium, leather, polyester, packaging, and aluminum.  Each of these was 
mentioned in an action list for materials platforms (Exhibit 2).   
 
As the organizers continued to develop the kick-off event, the list of possible platforms was reduced 
from 10 to seven, and key participant leaders were assigned to each of these.  The conference was 
structured so that each working group had at least two hours for an initial planning session. (See 
Exhibit 3 for planning document for “Big Tent Meeting.”)  
 
By the end of the conference several of the groups had merged and more clarity had emerged about 
the areas that had the most interest and representation.  Within a few months there were four active 
working groups in the Materials Pooling Project:  one focused on replacing hexavalent chromium, a 
second explored sourcing ecological lightweight corrugated cardboard, a third researched the 
environmental impact of different types of leather (as used in Nike shoes and Visteon seats), and a 
fourth focused on managing polypropylene, a plastic resin often used in consumer packaging.   
 
These four groups were highly engaged, communicating and creating in unprecedented ways in a 
swirl of activity that included weekly phone calls among each group and quarterly meetings.  A 
senior executive at Harley Davidson confirmed his belief in the overall approach: “I think you’re 
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better off with cross-industry learning. Because people don’t want to be too open with their 
competitors. So it’s a chance to find people from other industries, with similar concerns, that you can 
learn from.”  Likewise John Delfausse, Aveda’s vice president of package development, expressed 
great optimism: “We were on the leading edge of a field that was just starting to take off. We could 
do this.”  
 
These interactions led to some exciting potential opportunities.  For example, Harley Davidson’s 
interest in engine fasteners sparked genuine enthusiasm from Bob Tierney, which led them to 
exchange “...a flurry of phone calls and e-mails and all sorts of things.”  This led to strong prospects 
for a collaboration between the two companies, a feeling expressed by Bob Tierney:  
 

We are now flying out to Harley Davidson next week to meet with their technical folks about 
developing a laboratory program to see if some of the green technology that we developed in our 
lab can fit on one of their parts. So we’re encouraged by that and we’re now thinking about other 
parts and technologies that we might be able to apply. Costs and all these other issues are still 
down the list but right now we’re just working on the technical feasibility. So I guess I would say 
that both of us, again speaking for Harley Davidson, are encouraged by the early dialogue and I 
think a face-to-face [meeting] with them is good. And they’ve also said they’re going to introduce 
us to their purchasing folks.  

 
And I think about how we might do this, if it weren’t for the Consortium. It would be extremely 
difficult to get to the right technical people, have them give the time of day to us, and even 
introduce us to the purchasing folks. I mean, I think we would tend to be just one of the hundred 
other sales people that call on a given day to try to get through the front door. And because of the 
SoL Sustainability Consortium, we’ve kind of been given the red carpet treatment…. And so 
we’re really encouraged by that. 

  
Another compelling anecdote about the value of materials pooling was told by John Delfausse, vice 
president of packaging for the cosmetics company Aveda.  He was touring one of Gillette’s recycling 
facilities, and noticed that the trays they used were made from polypropylene, the sane material 
Aveda used for caps for its comestics. Although the trays were used exclusively within the factory, 
Delfausse recognized the potential to recapture the material for use in his own factory.  According to 
Project Manager Chris Page, this recognition “…challenged us to reframe the issue of waste. If we 
can engage with the entire supply chain and collaborate in designing a product upstream, ‘waste’ 
downstream can become a valuable, useful ‘feedstock’ for another company to use in its own 
products.” 
 
Chris Page reflected on this early period of initial collaboration and engagement:  

 
It was helpful to watch partnerships form, and minor victors emerge along the way. I could 
almost always count on John Delfausse to happily inform me of the unexpected connection 
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he had made, for example with a new supplier for recycled plastic for his cosmetic caps.  
Matt Roman of Visteon recently told me, ‘I get to talk to other car people all the time. Where 
else will I get the chance to work with people from Hewlett-Packard, Harley-Davidson, and 
Nike?’    

 
For a few months it seemed like this new vision for a waste-free society could become a reality, and 
that the Materials Pooling Project was at the center of an unprecedented movement in social change.   
 
 

Case Questions:   

1. Although Jan Diaz thinks this is an ideal approach, she’s worried about some of the risks, 
downfalls and issues they might face.  What specifically do you think she should be worried 
about?  

2. How have the Guiding Principles (above) been used to encourage the initial success of the 
Project.  Could they have been used even more?   

3. Examine the planning documents for The Big Tent Meeting (Exhibit 2 and Exhibit 3: 
Materials Platforms for the Value Chains Conference).  In retrospect, what do these data 
suggest about the possible success or failure of the initiative as a whole?  
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Exhibit 1 Intelligent Materials Pooling Initiative  

Materials Pooling Project 
Purpose, Aims, Principles, and Core Strategies 

Peter Senge & Bill Malloch 
August 25, 2002 

 
We believe the attitudes, policies, and practices of businesses regarding the materials they use both in 
processes and embodied in their products, will change radically in coming years.   Some chemicals 
used by industry today pose health risks to workers, customers, and larger living systems. While 
materials choices today are largely based on functional requirements and cost, with relatively little 
attention given to short- and long-term effects on living systems, we believe this will change and 
indeed is beginning now to change. 
 
Communities and countries around the world increasingly recognize the risks posed by persistent bio-
accumulative industrial waste. Customers and citizen interest groups are demanding, protesting, and 
suing companies into assuming more responsibility for human and environmental health risks. 
Investors are likewise inquiring into corporations’ environmental records, and insisting they reduce 
risk and potential liability. In some instances legal requirements are driving materials changes, such 
as the European Union’s End of Life Vehicle (ELV) legislation, which affects all new vehicles sold in 
the EU starting in 2003. 
 
We believe there is a fundamental logic that will guide change in materials policies and practices. No 
one expects civil engineers to violate the laws of physics. Why should we expect enterprise designers 
to violate the law of zero waste? As business activity becomes increasingly global, growing 
constraints on materials supply and disposal will force business systems to conform to the logic of 
natural systems. 
 
In keeping with the laws of natural systems, all material flows in the industrial ecosystem should be 
part of either closed-loop biological nutrient or technical nutrient cycles. All materials in biological 
nutrient cycles are biodegradable (or otherwise naturally degradable), pose no immediate or eventual 
hazard to living systems, and can be used for human purposes and then safely returned to the 
environment to feed ecological processes. Materials and chemicals in the technical nutrient cycle are 
valuable for the services they perform in industry, but are not suited for interaction with the biological 
nutrient cycle. These technical nutrients should remain perpetually within a contained technical 
metabolism, analogous to biological systems. However, the small scale and accidental release of these 
materials is unavoidable; therefore, industrial products and materials should be designed so that 
incidental releases are within nature’s capacity to safely manage them. 
 
 
Companies that employ this logic when designing products will create biologically benign end 
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products (compostable wool fabric for example), technically reusable ‘re-cyclables’ or ‘re-
manufacturables’ (such as aluminum soft drink cans), or hybrid products that can be easily and 
economically separated into their biological and technical constituents, and returned to the 
appropriate nutrient cycle. 
 
We believe these changes offer considerable opportunity for profitable innovation. By and large, 
companies today assume only temporary ownership of their materials. This creates incentives for 
using the cheapest materials possible to achieve functional requirements. As companies start to 
assume ‘cradle to cradle’ responsibility for their products, the products’ constituent materials will 
become an investment rather than an expense. Companies may start even to see themselves as 
‘materials banks,’ holders of assets that are in continual use and reuse. This will offer opportunities 
for creating better products using higher quality materials that both better serve customer needs and 
do not burden customers with expensive and risky disposal obligations. 
 
But a basic problem confronts any company who takes materials innovation seriously.   What any one 
company can do acting unilaterally is limited.  Manufacturers assemble products from complex arrays 
of materials and components, the exact composition of which in some instances is often unknown to 
either the manufacturer or the supplier. The same is true for the chemicals used in manufacturing 
processes. Moreover, readily available substitutes do not exist for many harmful chemicals and 
materials. Obviously, taking a more systemic view of closed loop materials flows will require 
collaboration across supply chains.  In such cases, collaboration among multiple users will be 
needed—to pool research, design and development efforts, and, in some cases, to pool purchasing 
power as ‘co-lead users’ of more intelligent chemicals and materials. 
 
The basic purpose of the Intelligent Materials Pooling initiative is to pioneer innovative ways to 
foster collaboration among different organizations working together toward more intelligent materials 
practices.  Guided by a common aim of worldwide reduction in bio-accumulative harmful materials 
waste, we are a self-governing network of diverse organizations and individuals guided by the 
following principles. 

Principles 

Collaborate with collaborators: we are today a non-competitive,  non-exclusive membership 
organization, part of the Society for Organizational Learning (SoL), with every intent to support and 
build upon the efforts of other associations and organizations contributing to more intelligent 
materials practices.  
 
Systems thinking: continually strive to see the systemic consequences of alternative product and 
process designs with an aim toward ‘closing materials flow loops’ so that increasingly all materials 
become part of technical or biological nutrient cycles, rather than waste. 
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Intellectual property: we will seek to balance incentives for innovation within member firms while 
sharing what is achieved and learned through our efforts as widely as possible 
 
Open architecture; Imagination 
 
Self-governing learning community: we are governed by our members, guided by the SoL principles 
for fostering learning communities. These principles include: 

• balancing reflection and action: create time to continually inquire into strategies and views, 
while simultaneously being committed to learning through doing; 

• subsidiarity: no decision should ever be made at a higher or more central level that can be 
competently made more locally; 

• openness: there are rarely perfect ‘right answers,’ and absoluteness and rigidity usually limit 
curiosity and experimentation 

• integrating research, capacity building, and practice: meaningful and enduring breakthroughs 
encompass new theories, new tools and methods, and new practical know how; all are equally 
important 

Basic Strategies  

1. Agree on priority materials and chemicals that we do not want.  For example, Why do we want to 
eliminate particular materials and chemicals that may be toxic, persistent, and/or bioaccumulative? 

• customer  demand 
• legal requirements 
• high costs of management and disposal 
• liability concerns/risk reduction 
• corporate image 
• desire for good corporate citizenship 

2. Agree on materials and chemicals that we do want   

3. Continually look for synergies where different organizations can work together for mutual 
advantage in pooling:  

• intelligence— companies share solutions not yet discovered by others  
• product development— one or more company shares in the development and 

validation of possible solutions (one or more suppliers may be involved) 
• purchasing— one or more company shares in the bidding of 'greener' replacements to 

get a more competitive price 
• end of life issues—reclamation, separation of products into feedstocks for technical 

and biological nutrient cycles 

4. Continually reflect on methods of collaboration and experiment with improvements 

5. Regularly report on progress, difficulties, and learnings 
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Exhibit 2 Action Item List for Materials Platform, September 4, 2003 

Hexavalent Chromium: 
- UTC, Pratt & Whitney, Visteon to discuss separately their goals and main issues & write a 

short (half-page) position paper. Bob Tierney is point person. 
- Determine what kind of metal finishing to focus on. 

 
Leather: 

- Bill Malloch and Hugh Vallely are point people on this.  
- Hugh will touch base with Vanessa at Nike (main researcher there on leather) to discuss main 

issues. 
- Position paper on goals and main issues needed  

 
Synthetic Leather: 

- Nike has done the research – now looking for other companies to partner with as potential 
customers 

- Bill Malloch will ask his supplier re: other purchasers of synthetic leather. 
 
Rubber: 

- Need to identify other potential customers – whether or not automotive industry is 
appropriate, or other users like gasket, hoses, etc.  manufacturers. 

- Investigate pooling around chemical additives that go into rubber. 
- Bill Malloch will contact toy companies, also in connection with TPU 
- Joe Lauer will chase down BSR contacts at Mattel for Bill Malloch  
- Chris Page will ID contacts at Hasbro for Bill Malloch 
- Peter Senge will check in with Five Winds regarding rubber users. 

 
Packaging: 

- PersonP will put Unilever’s sustainability person in packaging in touch with Chris Page & 
send him the one-page background docs (done) 

- Chris Page and Joe Lauer will talk to X at Nike (done) 
- Chris Page and Peter Senge will write a summary paper on packaging for group’s review. 
- Estee Lauder may also be interested – Chris Page will get more info from PersonP. 
- Chris Page and Joe Lauer will continue to chase Coke contacts. 
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Polyester: 
- Bill Malloch  Nike apparels has done a  lot of research: will speak with someone there within 

the next week; will investigate who is interested in polyester, including Marks and Spencer 
(who are already working with Nike) 

- Chris Page will get PersonQ’s contacts in packaging at Coke Enterprises re PET. 
- The scope and mix of invitees should be defined more thoroughly and specifically – invite 

whole supply chain or just potential buyers? 
 
PU: 

- Shelved for now. – Bill Malloch will talk to Herman Miller to gauge possible interest. 
 
TPU: 

- Nike has worked with Bayer and BASF on the research end – potential customers are now 
what are most needed. 

- Bill Malloch to look for ways to engage toy companies on softened TPU (see above in rubber 
for details) 

- Other potential users? Premature to engage Bayer until have more potential customers 
involved? 

 
TPO: 

- Vital to engage an auto company in this discussion since they drive the demand. 
- PersonJ will follow up with his contacts at Ford 
- Peter Senge will talk with German contacts re: Volkswagen, chase Volvo contacts. Also Joe 

Laur will talk with Roger Saillant to look for connections at Honda. 
 
Aluminum: 

- Visteon and UTC might be interested in this …  
- continue next week, along with polystyrene and nylon 6 
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Exhibit 3  Planning Document for the “Big Tent” Meeting 

 
 
 

PLENARY: Life-cycle approach Example Rubber or Synthetic Leather 
Possibly: Packaging PET life-cycle by Coke  

REVISED/JS 
Bob T will 
send Logistics 
info Nov 4th 

Visteon & Nike 
Herman Miller  
BASF  
Shell  

Plastics:  TPU/PU 
1 

Hex chromium 

Hugh Vallely  - 
Harley,  Bob 
Tierney, UTC 

Visteon 
McDermid 

3 3 
Leather 

Hugh Valleley, 
Harley, Vanessa 
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Dec. 2-3rd 2003, East Hartford, CT  
Planning discussion. Working group agenda 
Oct. 29, 2003 
 
Steps to Material Pooling Development 

AGENDA: #1-4 

#1:  30-60 minutes: information session nutes: information session 
#2:  30-60 minutes: life cycle approach opportunities/ issue identified #2:  30-60 minutes: life cycle approach opportunities/ issue identified 
#3:  2-4 hour: issue/ opportunity prioritization and material team formation #3:  2-4 hour: issue/ opportunity prioritization and material team formation 
#4:  3-12 month, commission R&D, benchmarking, material development, and 

commercialization.  
#4:  3-12 month, commission R&D, benchmarking, material development, and 

commercialization.  
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Dec. 2-3rd 2003, East Hartford, CT  

 
Fr: Hugh Vallely 
29 October 2003   

 
(Template for the other working groups) 
(Coordinate with  LC Approach Map) 

 
 
HEXAVALENT CHROMIUM: 
Morning Session: 2 hours 

 Greeting and check-in 
 Expected outcome 
 1 page summary review and discussion 
 Life Cycle Approach (Map) for hexavalent chromium 
 Samples 
 End of Life regulation 
 Performance requirements for attendees’ products.  

Afternoon Session: 2 hours  (facilitated by Joe or Sara?) 

 ID companies’ issues.  
o Company’s boundary for this material 
o Where do the boundaries match 

 Find areas for collaboration 
 Agree on what companies will work on either separately or together 
 Prioritize 
 Next steps/ team formation 
 Process for collaboration. How the team will work together. 
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NATURAL LEATHER:   
Morning Session: 2 hours 

 Greeting and Check-in 
 Expected outcome 
 1 Page summary review and discussion 
 Life Cycle Approach (Map) for Leather  
 Samples (if applicable) 
 Performance requirements for attendee’s products. 
 History of Leather 

 
Afternoon Session: 2 hours  (facilitated by Joe or Sara?) 

 ID companies’ issues.  
o Company’s boundary for this material 
o Where do boundaries match 

 Find areas for collaboration 
 Agree on what companies will work on separately or together.  
 Prioritize 
 Next steps/ team formation 
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Endnotes 

 
1 This case was sponsored by a sustainability initiative “seed grant” from MIT Sloan School of 
Management, with Professor John Carroll as principal investigator. Addistional research was 
developed, in part, with funding from a National Science Foundation grant # SESNSF 0080643. 
2 The Sustainability Consortium is sponsored by the Society for Organizational Learning [SoL].  
Sustainability Consortium: http://www.solsustainability.org/.  SoL: http://www.solonline.org/ 
3 Elements of the case were taken with permission from previously published articles:  
Art Kleiner, 2005, “Materials Witnesses,” Strategy+Business, Vol. 40 (Fall, 2005): 1-5;  and Chris 
Page, 2006, “Materials Pooling: The Next Industrial Vision.”  In Peter Senge, Joe Laur, Sara Schley, 
and Bryan Smith (Eds.), Learning for Sustainability.  Cambridge, MA: Society for Organizational 
Learning: pg. 47-57. 
4 Currently up to 75% of the material in most cars is recycled, counting scrap metal. 
5 Senge, Peter, 2006. The 5th Discipline.  N.Y.: Currency Publications.  Also: Senge, Peter, Benyamin 
Lichtenstein, Katrin Kaeufer, Hilary Bradbury and John Carroll, 2007.  “Collaborating for Systemic 
Change.  MIT Sloan Management Review, 48 (2): 44-53. 

http://www.solsustainability.org/
http://www.solonline.org/
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